
28th December 2021 
 

Warm-down 
 

“O who, with speech of war and woes, 
Would wish to break the soft repose 

Of such enchanting scene!” 
Walter Scott, Lord of the Isles 

 

A recent visit to a track-cycling event at London’s Velodrome was a 

metaphor overload! Here’s another of them …  

Track-cycling is tough! Whether it’s a sprint, a keirin or an 

elimination race, the cyclists have to give their all. And, as with all sports, 

they must do a careful warm-up before each event. The stretching of 

muscles, the raising of heartrates, and everything that goes with careful 

preparation, are all meticulously programmed. For the cyclists, some of 

that is on the track too, and some on static bikes. But it’s all important. 

From my running, I knew that, expected that, understood that – of course. 

But what surprised me were the thorough “warm-down” routines. 

After every race, short or long, there was a pattern to follow. Most of that 

was on the static bikes, sometimes for a long time it appeared, so that the 

body could find the “soft repose” of which Walter Scott wrote so many 

years ago. The body had to be given time to relax, to “warm down” from 

the stress it had been under during the competitions. Nothing was left to 

chance. The warm-down was as important at the warm-up, so that the 

cyclist would be in good shape for future competitions. The race-winners 

were even interviewed for TV while warming-down on their bikes … 

We know well enough the “war and woes” of our Christian service. 

We’re all too familiar with struggles and stresses, especially with the 

overload of work in the run-up to Christmas. So, are we prepared to give 

as much time and energy to our spiritual “warm-down” as we do for our 

“warm-up”? We have future races to deal with. We’ll have more hard work 

to face. So let’s take time to “warm-down” now, relax, take care of what 

we have, and find the “soft repose” we need.  

Christian service isn’t “give your all, but only once!” It’s about being 

ready for the next part too and looking after ourselves in between. Let’s 

ponder what our warm-down needs to be from the race we’ve just 

completed. Let’s look after ourselves! God has more work for us to do. 
  

A prayer for today 

OK! The race is done for now. So, what repose do I need? Amen 
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